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Welcome to Microsoft Publisher 2007 For Dummies. If you’ve never used desktop publishing software and really aren’t much interested in becoming an expert at it, congratulations! The book you hold in your hands is an excellent choice: It can help you complete your current project quickly — and with the least effort possible. (I’m pretty good at that “least effort possible” stuff. Just ask our editors.)

Many computer users simply don’t have the time or resources to become experts on all the complicated software programs they use. Oh, sure, some of you like to spend your spare time learning the most minute details about the software you use — We won’t mention any names, Kevin — but most of us are content to learn just enough to get the job done in an efficient manner. We don’t want to read page after page of esoteric information, presented by some computer books, that doesn’t pertain to the job at hand. If you want to know a simple answer to a single question about desktop publishing with Microsoft Publisher 2007, this book is for you.

Microsoft Publisher 2007, designed for Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 2003 Server (Service Pack 1 required), and newer operating systems, is an inexpensive desktop publishing program. In fact, if you purchased any of the following versions of Microsoft Office 2007, you already own it: Microsoft Office Small Business 2007, Microsoft Office Professional 2007, Microsoft Office Ultimate 2007, Microsoft Office Professional Plus 2007, or Microsoft Office Enterprise 2007. You use this program to create professional-looking marketing materials — brochures and flyers, for example — as well as Web pages.
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Data Structures and Algorithm Analysis in C++Benjamin Cummings, 1994

	Mark Weiss uses C++ to provide a smooth introduction to object-oriented design for programmers competent in one other language. Using C++, the book delivers a series of carefully developed examples which illustrate the important concepts of object orientation alongside its main theme of data structures.
...
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Exam Ref 70-332: Advanced Solutions of Microsoft SharePoint Server 2013Microsoft Press, 2013

	
		Prepare for Exam 70-332—and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of Microsoft SharePoint Server 2013. Designed for experienced IT Professionals ready to advance their status, Exam Ref focuses on the critical-thinking and decision-making acumen needed for success at the MCSE level.

	
		Focus on the expertise...
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Photoshop CS6: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2012

	
		Photoshop CS6 is truly amazing, but it can also be overwhelming if you’re just getting started. This book makes learning Photoshop a breeze by explaining things in a friendly, conversational style—without technical jargon. After a thorough introduction to the program, you’ll delve deep into Photoshop’s secrets...
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Semantic Web For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
The Semantic Web community has a distinct feeling of manifest destiny. Here in the early part of the 21st century, the Web is still in its infancy (less than 20 years old), and the scope of unsolved digital data challenges is simply enormous. To many in the software industry, myself included, it seems inevitable that the next great Web revolution...
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Complete Book of Remote Access: Connectivity and Security (Best Practices)Auerbach Publications, 2002

	As technology advances, the demand and necessity for seamless connectivity and stable access to servers and networks is increasing exponentially. Unfortunately the few books out there on remote access focus on Cisco certification preparation, one aspect of network connectivity or security. This text covers both-the enabling technology and how...
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CCNP Wireless (642-732 CUWSS) Quick Reference (2nd Edition)Cisco Press, 2012


	Conducting a wireless site survey is the final step of a carefully planned journey. Before rushing to the facility to be surveyed

	with your laptop and some access points (APs), however, you must collect information about the purpose of the required wireless

	coverage. This chapter helps you prepare for this site survey by listing the...
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